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2. Fourier hologram models 
2.1. Fourier hologram under coded reference beam  
Digital model of phase quantized Fourier hologram HFPh of protected image   1 ; 1O OI I m,n m ,M n ,N    is 
based on:  
x Amplitude and phase pseudorandom encoding of an initial images, that corresponds with object and reference beams 
accordingly : 
( ) ( ( ) exp( ( )) = ( ( )) 1 2 ; 1 2 )O O EF p,q F p,q j p,q DFT I m,n m , M n , N   M     (1) 
    ( ( ) exp 1 2 ; 1 2 )R p,q R p,q j p,q p , M p , N   T T T       (2) 
x Forming of interference phase Fourier structure  
       ( ) ( ) = exp*FPh FPh FPhH H p,q F p,q R p,q H p,q j p,qT  ? \      (3) 
x Establishing of optimum relationship between the quality of reconstructed hologram image and number iterations of 
reconstruction after hologram phase: 
( ) ( ( ) ( ))p,q Q p,q p,q \ M T ,         (4) 
where ȥ(p,q) is a value of Fourier hologram phase returned by the quantizer Q within the range [0;2ʌ]; 
  ( )p,q  
?
T S S  is a value of a pseudorandom uniformly distributed phase of reference beam; M(p,q) is a value of 
phase of Fourier image return under coding of expanded object beam with size 2Mu2N. 
The process of iterative reconstruction of the image (object beam) IO from the phase Fourier hologram HFPh is 
determined with parameters of reference beam Rș: 
 1( ) = ( ( ))   FPhp,q Q H p,q p,q M T ,        (5) 
1 1( ) ( ( ( ( ( ( ) exp( ( ))))) exp( ( )))   k Ks k k k kI m,n D IDFT DFT Z IDFT E p,q j p,q j p,q  M M ,   (6) 
1 1( ) ( ( ))k k kE p,q DFT I m,n  ,         (7) 
1 1 0( ) ( ( )exp( ( )))I m,n IDFT E p,q j p,q M ,        (8) 
where Ik+1(m, n) is reconstructed image matrix from hologram matrix with size 2Mu2N after k+1 iteration; Z(ǜ) is the 
symbol of operator to add zeros into initial and reconstructed images in the process of synthesis and reconstruction of a 
hologram; DTF(ǜ) and IDTF(ǜ) are symbols of direct and inverse bi-dimensional discrete Fourier transforms; DKs(ǜ) is 
the symbol of operator to decrypt holographic image with using secret code Ks, which specifies lasing conditions of 
alternating-sing pseudorandom mask on the last iteration; E0 is unit amplitude of complex value of Fourier spectrum in 
on the first iteration. 
The reconstruction of the initial image is impossible without knowledge of secret code of reference beam phase 
synthesis. The space of secret codes for this algorithm is determined by 2MN(1+L), where L  is the length of codeword, 
which determines the meaning of reference beam phase. The proposed algorithm with using of hologram quantized 
phase component allows diminishing holographic information body, and also allows raising image protection level by 
means of initial image and reference beam encoding. 
Actions of iteration and quantization on the quality of reconstructed aerospace image with the permanent number of 
phase component quantization levels (256 levels) are shown on Fig. 1 and Fig.2. The Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
(PSNR) metrics were used to estimate reconstructed image quality.  
From Fig.3a it can be seen that acceptable quality of reconstructed images (PSNR > 34 dB) is achieved with 128 
iterations according (5)-(8). 
From Fig 3b it can be seen that 64 quantization levels of hologram phase component (1)-(4) will be enough for the 
reconstruction of image with PSNR > 31 dB. 
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